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Many lawyers and businesses resort to costly and time-consuming litigation} only to 

settle their disputes just before trial.' This is true despite numerous reports that document 

large amounts of time} money} and opportunities saved by managing conflict earlier than 

usual.' This author has personal experience in mediating litigated lead paint poisoning disputes. 

One case in particular makes the point clearly: at the outset of the lawsuit} the plaintiffs 

mother wanted to settle her daughter's claim for $75}000 but the main insurance carrier would 

not negotiate; less than four years later} after untold time and expenses for all concerned} the 

This outcome is all too common - albeit typically with a dollar differential that is less 

extreme. Some businesses and lawyers know that early case assessment (ECA) and planned 

early dispute resolution (PEDR) can avert extreme} if not ridiculously wasteful conclusions." Of 

course most lawyers will publically declare that they look for ways to save their clients time and 

money} but not as many take systematic} structured action toward that goal.' If ECA and PEDR 

are to take root and bloom in the culture of conflict management} all of the players 

executives} lawyers and the courts - need to be motivated to till their soil and implement early 

assessment and resolutionefforts," In the opinion of this author} more analysis and data 

touting the benefits of ECA and PEDR will not produce more blooming converts.' The cultures 

of business and the law need to change in in terms of professional and economic incentives to 

make conflict management more efficient.' Predicting legal outcomes should be viewed for 
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what it is: necessary at times} but essentially it is guesswork regardless of how much subject 

matter and technical expertise is purchased by one side or another." 

Rather than summarize the ideas and materials presented in class} this paper will try to 

peer into the future of ECA and PEDR. Section One will offer a workable explanation of "early" 

from the 2016 American Bar Association Dispute Resolution Conference. This may help lawyers 

and their clients understand that} although they are bypassing traditional discovery} they 

nonetheless determine when they are ready to explore settlement options. Section Two 

summarizes informal interviews with in-house counsel and outside law firms} many of whom 

report they employ some measure of ECA or PEDR. Section Three considers whether businesses 

can break free from the "prison of fear. JJ 10 Section Four considers the same question from the 

perspective of the courts since they have an interest in maintaining and improving access to 

justice for citizens. Section Five asks whether lawyers can unlock the golden handcuffs and 

break out of the prison of fear that prevents efficient management of conflict. Section Six 

borrows from the work of social change agents Chip and Dan Heath to illustrate the need for 

more motivation} not data} if lawyers and executives are to use ECA and PEDR techniques more 

frequently and consistently. Finally} an honest discussion of the shortcomings inherent in 

predicting legal outcomes is presented in Section Seven. 

Section One: How early is "early?JJ 

In order to maximize the positive benefits of early resolution} parties must engage in the 

process'! at the right time. If too soon} critical facts may be missing and counsel may not be 

able to determine the scope of the claim or the risk of exposure." Wait too long and the 

opportunity is lost as time is invested and costs escalate." The right time for early dispute 
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assessment should be defined in terms of a targeted} expedited exchange of information before 

resources are invested in forming legal positions that aim for adjudication and loss of control 

over the outcome." 

Approximately three to four months after notice of the dispute} the parties should 

briefly and thoroughly assess litigation risks (case weaknesses} anticipation of and 

consequences of unexpected events and bad rulings). factual allegations} relevant law} 

economic and non-economic options, legal venue, and strategies intended to achieve desired 

goals.15If the parties perceive a benefit to themselves they are free to negotiate possible 

resolutions directly, but they are not obligated to do SO.16 Thus, there is little to lose with early 

assessment. 

Section Two: Informal interviews with in-house and outside counsel regarding early 
efforts to manage conflict. 

Early assessment is the first step to determine how conflict should be managed, i.e., 

whether litigation is the best course as opposed to direct talks or facilitated negotiation such as 

mediation.V Many lawyers "just do it" (early assessment) without a formal internal program or 

mandate." That seems to be true in many of the interviews this author conducted with in

house and outside lawyers, but it depends on the type of dispute and the relationship that 

exists between client and counsel. 

In-house counsel to one the largest soft drink brands in the world19 reports that early 

assessment or resolution is formalized in billing guidelines for outside counsel." In-house 

lawyers for this company conduct assessments that are less formalized but they "always 

analyze [their] potential exposure early on and discuss the most efficient way to handle a 
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dispute or threatened dispute. lI21 

In-house counsel to a nationally known insurance company who represents her 

company in corporate litigation, such as shareholder class actions and premium collections (not 

litigating or managing claims), reports: 

•	 Use of early assessment "depends on the case. Frivolous claims where the plaintiffs 
will not be certified as a class will not be considered for early resolution. We have a 
reputation to defend that we are not an easy target like other insurance 
companies." 

•	 "In all other cases we think about what we can do to get rid of it early by way of 
litigation, arbitration, mediation, or direct negotiation. We may file a dispositive 
motion instead of make an offer if we feel that we can win." 

•	 "We have an in-house group that tries to resolve non-payment of premiums. If they 
can't get a deal, it comes to us - we try to help customers find a way to pay rather 
than sue them." 

•	 For corporate litigation matters, not a high volume of cases, "we do not require 
outside counsel to conduct formal early assessment. Each case is personally 
managed in-house by us. And costs matter to us. Every cent is out of our pocket. 
That impacts shareholder value." 

•	 "We use arbitration clauses in our contracts, but I'm not a fan of it." 

•	 "If we owe something, we pay it, or offer to do so. We want to foster the reputation 
that we are fair. And when we appear before a judge, we can say we tried to do the 
right thing.1I22 

Outside counsel at a global law firm based in the United States who specializes in 

business and commercial litigation reports that about half of his institutional clients require ECA 

and PEDR for litigation matters and that he performs these functions "99%" of the time for all 

litigated rnatters.f 

In-house counsel at a well-known, national chain of fitness clubs has had success in early 

management of employment matters with a formal program that is used regardless of whether 
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or	 not the conflict escalates into litigation.24 But for general liability and personal injury claims 

the problem is "getting plaintiffs' counsel to be reasonable early in a case.,,25 And with outside 

defense counsel, "I always feel like [they] have to make some money from [company name] 

working the file before I can get them to push rnediation.v" 

At the American Bar Association's 2016 Dispute Resolution Conference in New York City, 

attorneys from three well-known businesses are using early efforts across a wide spectrum of 

disputes: 

•	 The Paul Hastings international law firm has formally incorporated ECA / EDR (early 

dispute resolution) into its litigation department (complete with flow charts). It's a 

"selling point" for the firm. It's an evolving program and they continually talk to clients 

about it. 

•	 In-house counsel for MRC Global (a pipe manufacturer) employs ECA for all disputes. 

Decision trees are used in complex cases. Employees must participate in mediation and 

arbitration. Step and arbitration clauses are used in customer and supplier contracts. 

For personal injury cases, the company may pay an estimated liability amount without a 

release to reduce the amount of the overall claim and build goodwill with the other side. 

Personal attendance of parties is required at mediation. (Emphasis added.) 

•	 Google: ECA is helpful even if no deal results because it enables communication and 

understanding of the other perspectives and potential resolutions. Settlement counsel is 

employed as litigation develops." 

An employment lawyer with large institutional clients (many of whom are educational 

institutions) and over three decades of litigation experience articulates a case-specific approach 

to ECA and PEDR efforts: 

•	 Institutional clients do not require early case assessment for litigation matters, 
unless the claim is covered by liability insurance. Other clients do not require early 
efforts in deference to the "long-standing relationship" they have with clients. 
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•	 In "nearly each" case, the attorney has a discussion with the client after an initial 
investigation and assessment of the facts and a "guesstimate of costs." He asks, "If 
you can get out now for $X, is that preferable?" Sometimes the client is interested in 
early efforts to resolve the dispute (especially in certain cases where the plaintiff has 
a lower burden of proof and / or persuasion and an avenue to collect fees under the 
law). But sometimes the client will say "We like you better and we'd rather pay you 
than the other side." 

•	 Frivolous claims do not get much ECA or PEDR consideration in his world. He quips, 
"Just because you file a claim, why should you get money?" 

•	 Formal PEDR requirements are not required in his opinion because "any good 
attorney is going to have that on the table as one possibility.,,28 

An outside asbestos defense lawyer expressed frustration over the resistance her 

colleagues have against any early efforts, especially the delays in taking any depositions from 

plaintiff or other business defendants until weeks before trial.29 These claims often involve 

multiple defendants with insurance carriers who (presumably) want to reduce costs. Further 

inquiry would be needed to understand how carriers benefit from this practice although this 

author is witness to similar strategies employed by insurance companies in other litigated torts. 

Finally, a local municipal attorney who manages litigation against city agencies in 

multiple areas such as workers' compensation, assorted torts, and civil claims against the local 

police department, reports the following: 

•	 Agencies defer all decisions and judgment to the law department; communication 
with the agency-client is on an 'as-needed' basis. Prior attempts to create 
accountability by tracking time and costs were not well-received and were 
abandoned. 

•	 Within the law department, early efforts are discussed on a case-by-case basis. 
Outside counsel who handle claims against the police will attempt informal early 
negotiation if they know a particular plaintiff's attorney; otherwise many plaintiffs' 
attorneys are unreasonable and early efforts to resolve the case terminate. 
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•	 A separate municipal committee must approve settlements up to a certain dollar 
amount and an elected political body must publically approve larger settlement 
amounts. Sometimes decisions of either body are "surprising" which can render 

prior settlement negotiations and agreements invalld." 

Section Three: Can businesses unlockthe golden handcuffs or break the "prison of tear?" 

According to the informal interviews reported above, companies are using ECA and 

PEDR as they see fit. Reasons not to use ECA and PEDR are similar to those cited in class - to 

defend company reputation, fight frivolous claims, and the need (or opportunity) to bill some 

number of hours before considering ADR. Some practitioners are less systematic with ECA and 

PEDR because early efforts are not always strategically advantageous; delays can create 

leverage that can save rnonev." 

Putting aside the good reasons to litigate, it is plausible to imagine a prison of fear still 

exists within the business culture preventing many executives from taking steps to resolve 

conflict early.32 Lawyers are very good at leveraging fear with detailed, dire descriptions of 

potential threats; executives can easily imagine career-ending scenarios." Some senior 

executives know this and ignore the legal department unless and until a "bet-the-company" 

case comes along.34 

Internal politics is also a factor because leaders worry about who will second-guess their 

declslons." They must be recognized as hiring the "best" legal team money can buy and, when 

needed, blame the judge or the jury for a bad result." Those who understand the risks of 

litigation, however, see more reason to blame executives who fail to take control of a known 

risk rather than allow others who have no "skin in the game" to determine the result. Maybe 

change will come one company, one person at a time37 like it has with other changes in 

business." But proponents should be aware that people do not appreciate being told they are 
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ignorant; the more they get pushed, the more defensive and intractable their opposition 

becomes." 

Corporate law departments tend to be risk-averse in big cases and in day-to-day 

operations." Internal law departments do not necessarily know how to manage themselves like 

other corporate costs centers. Information technology (IT) and accounting, for example, 

operate according to measurable standards." To be fair, leaders of those departments are 

trained managers of efficiency and change." Most in-house lawyers are not managers and thus, 

do not live in cultures of change and lnnovatlon." 

Still, senior executives should remember who is in charge. They can be savvier about 

everyday costs and services rendered by in-house and outside lawyers beyond the big case 

only.44 An exit strategy out of litigation should always be "top of mind" and flexible in response 

to case developments and market conditions." Once a case settles, an internal review should 

occur concerning how the case was handled, what created the outcome, and when did it fall 

into place." 

ECA and PEDR efforts can be tough to implement to scale because in-house legal 

departments are not technologically integrated with other departments." Makers of 

management software (usually bundled into a suite of applications to collect, process, and 

interpret data like Microsoft Office), do not target law departments as customers." The day 

may come, however, when a deep-pocketed, persuasive software seller can articulate a 

compelling need for legal and management data lntegration'" (i.e., better decision-making and 

greater efficiency), thereby creating a market that could break the prison of fear of ECA and 

PEDR. 
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Section Four: Can courts unlock the golden handcuffs or break the "prison of fear?" 

Rising] unnecessary costs] delays and other inefficiencies are key factors that prohibit 

5o most citizens from having access to courts that could help them otherwise resolve conflict.

The Institute for the Advancement of the American Legal System (IAALSL a "solutions oriented" 

effort to improve civil justice] is pushing for discovery reform and early efforts to assess and 

resolve litigated cases." As identified in class] discovery is the linchpin where costs and time 

can be saved but lawyers are the gatekeepers who] unless directed otherwise by their clients] 

are the sole determiners of whether and how much discovery needs to transpire. 

Targeted discovery is possible with current technology and is preferred practice 

according to the IAALS.52 Many lawyers] however] do not trust opposing counsel and have an 

understandable desire to avoid malpractice claims (despite practice options that mitigate those 

concerns).53 Voluntary cooperation between opposing counsel may be long in coming given the 

resistance to collaborative practice in civil, nondomestic litlgation." 

Courts may be able to facilitate attorney cooperation] however. When substantive 

events occur early in litigation] parties and their lawyers are more likely to talk to each other 

55 and to the other side. Lawyers can get critical information and evidence sooner than they 

would otherwise." Other court-mandated or facilitated ADR events can bring about discussion 

57 and resolution before the mid-point of traditional Iitigation. For example] in some cases the 

Federal Rules require counsel to create a plan for dlscoverv'" and conduct a case management 

59 conference with a judge. 71% of respondents to a 2012 survey of federal litigators reported 

that the events assisted them in making initial disclosures to the other side] 60% reported a 

proportional discovery plan emerged from the conference] 50% reported an enhanced 
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understanding of the other side's claims or defenses, and 30% reported a higher likelihood of 

early resolution.t" Some disputes in the study resolved before the conference." 

But timing may be an important factor when conference discussions do not address the 

discovery needs of the parties and the unwillingness of some parties to consider settling.62 

Lawyers and judges do seem to agree, however, that flexible, active case management from 

judges is one of the most effective ways to limit discovery, narrow the issues, and generate 

more satisfaction for clients." When the lawyers are held accountable to each other in real 

time, they can be more efflcient." Court resources would need to be realigned and expanded 

to "show them the way" until the legal culture values this process on its own. 65 

Directing lawyers toward ECA and PEDR is one thing, changing the incentives lawyers 

have to over-litigate is another." Some reform efforts in the past did not appreciate the 

fundamental connection courts have to the underlying legal culture among lawyers." To a large 

extent, the informal attitudes, practices and expectations of attorneys influence the operation 

of a court." Although that dynamic does not point to a potential solution as much as it restates 

the problem, proponents of reform must consider a legal culture where lawyers (and judges) 

maintain a strong resistance to change." Mere changes in rules can result in unexpected 

gamesmanship and new sources of conflict between lawvers" or simply fail to result in the 

change desired." 

Given how many lawyers are often unprepared at court-ordered conferences" (even 

late in litigation), and in light of heavy dockets and limited resources, courts might consider 

ways it can motivate attorneys to use ECA and PEDR rather than promulgate them." For 

example, courts might make case-by-case determinations to handle discovery disputes in larger 
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cases with a brief conference before motions are filed, or alter the differentiated case 

management plan or discovery and disclosure requirements when certain claims are more 

complex than usual" A simple invitation to members of the bar to provide their feedback 

about ECA and PEDR might reveal viable options. The court could encourage members of 

certain practice areas to acknowledge ECA and PEDR as a legitimate practice step and not a sign 

of weakness like the International Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution (CPR) 

Pledge?5 Whatever the choice, the effort will require monitoring, flexibility and perseverance 

over time. 

Section Five: Will lawyers unlock their own golden handcuffs or break free from their 

"prison of iear?" 

The real potential for early resolution starts with a determination from lawyers to do 

business differently; to think about how cases tend to flow; to engage in settlement talks 

before the eve of trial;76 to interpret invitations to negotiate as opportunities that can produce 

good results:" to listen to what clients really wanes and manage client expectations and 

anxiety more honestly" - something that in this author's opinion may require another cultural 

shift so that clients understand that they are better served by honest case assessments instead 

of misleading validations made by lawyers who need business. 

Unless clients insist on it, outside law firms will be less inclined to use ECA and PEDR 

regularly without changes to law firm economic lncentives." Since the current model generates 

fantastic returns for shareholders (l.e., the partners), the status quo has considerable 

inftuence." To facilitate a shift, law firms would have to be allowed to accept outside 

investment capital which would bring technological and managerial innovation and greater 
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market integration with service providers and consultants.V Admittedly} that is not likely to 

happen soon but firms remain free to make innovation a selling point to clients. 

In addition to changing practice norms} lawyers should sharpen their skills as 

negotiators." Before they get to the table} parties and counsel have to prepare and plan84 for 

the opportunity to engage in a process that could take longer than a few hours} go deeper into 

options} and push the boundaries of acceptable outcomes more than expected." Once engaged 

in settlement discussions} trial arguments are counter-productive because they do not induce 

or motivate the other party to cooperate." Most lawyers (and judges) think effective 

negotiation occurs in zero-sum framing where someone wins the best number." Lawyers need 

to know whether bargaining tactics help or hurt desired outcomes." Training} such as that 

offered in mediation and collaborative law} is essential." Lawyers will grow to be great 

negotiators who can deliver good outcomes and make money when they combine theory with 

practice and receive regular peer-reviews." 

As attorney awareness of ADR grows} so too will knowledge of process options. For 

example} "Guided Choice" is a multi-phased} custom-designed process that emphasizes "pre

negotiation investlgatlonj.jt'" Attorneys who consider this model should have some level of 

advanced ADR sophistication in order to focus the mediator only on the information needed for 

meaningful settlement consideration early in the life of the dlspute." Neutrals} parties and 

their representatives need knowledge and creativity enough to design systems that can break

through the impasses that inevitably develop in any mediation." The goal is to create a process 

that engages the parties at a time that is right for them." With confidence and assuredness} the 

parties and counsel will be motivated to move forward - like elephants. 
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Section Six: Riders and Elephants need each other to make change. 

We are rational beings with a "Rider" that logically analyzes our surroundings as it 

directs our emotional side, "the Elephant.?" Although we like to think that our Rider is in 

control at all times, the Elephant can overpower it at any time.96 Data concerning the benefits 

of ECA and PEDR is appealing to the Rider but if the Elephant is afraid of an unfamiliar process 

that might lead to bad outcomes, it will not move. This may explain why ECA and PEDR have not 

become commonly accepted tools to manage conflict. 

Yet rational people change without knowing all of the possible outcomes. They get new 

jobs, they have kids, they move to new places, and so on.97 When the Rider and Elephant work 

together." understanding and motivation will prompt those who are stuck in traditional 

litigation to manage conflict more efficiently. For example, IAALS is not advocating for just 

another round of new court rules; they believe a sense of urgency is needed to combat 

complacency." 

When a dispute ends well or a complex problem is solved thanks to ECA or PEDR, senior 

executives may be more likely to feel a sense of satisfaction with themselves and their image 

within the company.lOO ECA and PEDR will move forward whenever it can deliver positive 

personal experiences and emotional payoffs for people.i'" Although bad news travels quickly, 

positive conversion stories can spread too. 

What about the fear of failure? Although economic growth is the goal of most 

companies, a growth mindset - where learning and failure is seen as a necessary part of growth 

- is often not allowed in the business world. 102 Perceived failure, how one appears to others, is 

one of the supporting blocks under the "the prison of fear.,,103 But like it or not, every 
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successful endeavor involves failure}104 learning to drive a car} play an instrument} try a case} 

start a new business venture} etc. With new ideas and endeavors} people hope for the best. lOS 

When problems and unexpected difficulties arise} and they always do} failure creeps in} 

although "insight" is a frame that is more posltive.t'" Over time} issues are resolved and 

improvements ernerge.i'" Over and over again} advancements in medicine follow this general 

pattern despite life-and-death stakes on the operating table.108 There is no excuse why 

businesses cannot implement ECA or PEDR far and wide since life and limb does not hang in the 

balance. But practical people know this argument will not suffice. 

Litigation has a legitimate place on the spectrum of conflict management choices.
10g 

For 

ECA and PEDR proponents} the inquiry is whether there is an over-reliance on it. 110 Other than 

cases that "need" to be tried}111 traditional litigation requires an enormous amount of private 

and public resources to deliver what is hoped for or predicted. In essence} the parties who seek 

adjudicated outcomes declare to the world and to each other something akin to the following: 

"We can't resolve this so we're going to take our hands off of the steering wheel and press 

down on the acceleration pedal." Fear is the real driver of many conflicts and} like the 

childhood game of "chicken" where no one wants to appear afraid} meaningful settlement 

considerations are pushed to the bitter end. Mediation is popular with businesses} in part} 

because parties can retain control over the outcome112 which alleviates some of the fear. 

Section Seven: The follv of predictions. 

The field of decision theory may provide a different angle of insight as to why 

companies and lawyers are reluctant to implement early resolution efforts - they overlook the 

folly of predicting the future. l 13 Companies want to know "what will happen if the litigation 
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grinds its way to conclusion.Y'" 111 response, Iitigators make educated guesses about outcomes 

(or encourage the mediator to do the same}.11S 

Decision researchers Dan Gardner and Philip Tetlock write, "[Wlhen forces are complex 

and fluid, we are ill-served trying to figure out what to do on the basis of what we think will 

117 happen."116 In litigated disputes, we simply cannot know how things will turn out. Deciding 

whether and how to settle on the basis of guessing what the future holds ignores the 

unforeseeable impact of the countless myriad of intervening events and influences" that are 

"whollv unpredictable[.]"118 ((With metronomic regularity, what is expected does not come to 

pass, while what isn't, does." 11g 
When companies choose to manage conflict with traditional 

litigation, they invest in future forecasting, a "hazardous" endeavor.r" Executives and in-house 

lawyers should realize that subject matter specialists who charge unbelievable fees121 have no 

greater insight into how judges make decisions or how they will respond to other lawyers.122 

It is difficult for businesses and their lawyers to value claims in terms of the "here and 

now."123 Business interests and opportunities are sometimes forgotten.v" Parties are reluctant 

to go below the line of legal positions (i.e., what do they really care about; what do they need; 

what is getting in the way of obtaining what they need; how can they move beyond those 

barriers, etc.), because it exposes them to vulnerabilities.t" Executives suffer from advocacy 

bias just like lawyers do/26but they should know better because they have tools and colleagues 

to help them identify those biases and take them into account.!" 

Honestly, sometimes litigation just feels good, like a hammer of vindication that will 

force the other side to comply with what is "right" - especially for those who are morally 

128indignant. Unfortunately few people fully appreciate how someone else will swing the 
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hammer - someone who would rather not serve as a juror, who has never met the other 

jurors/29 who may not want to compromise his or her view of the case or of society in general, 

who did not live through the history of the conflict and will not live with the fallout, who may 

have a limited attention span or diminished capacity or an unwillingness to appreciate and 

apply the nuances of the law, or someone who may think his or her assessment is fair 

regardless of whether it exceeds or underwhelms the lawyer's prediction and the client's 

expectation. 

This author has seen retired judges with over 50 years of experience in the law wrongly 

predict the outcome of garden variety motor torts. With all due respect to judges and smart, 

experienced traditionallitigators, experts of whatever kind have little basis to do better.130The 

best litigators can do to retain control over conflict outcomes is to put the opposition in the 

worst position tactically so that when the time comes to negotiate, they have the upper 

hand,131 but that requires some measure of future forecasting as well. 

Conclusion and recommendations. 

If companies want to retain control,132 why do they spend large amounts of resources 

aimed at the loss of control (adjudication), only to take control back on the eve of trial? As 

human beings, we may threaten litigation when angry but we also want to feel sure-footed on 

the bridge to the other side. Whether or not the Elephant is willing to engage in ECA or PEDR 

depends on how risk averse it is or the degree of satisfaction and confidence it needs to feel or 

project. "Early" management of conflict is not threatening. Nothing in ECA threatens the self

determinism of parties, or requires them to bargain in a certain way, or to compromise their 

interests more than they want to. The only agenda of early management proponents is to 
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implement and employ tools that are more effective and efficient than prisons, handcuffs, and 

crystal balls. 

Maybe proponents of ECA and PEDR need not save traditional litigators from 

themselves. The free market does not restrict rash decision-making in dispute management, 

however unfortunate the outcome. Until cultural change reaches a tipping point, lawyers and 

executives will likely continue to play chicken over litigation expenses, lost opportunities, and 

adjudicated outcomes. Unpredicted, bad results will occur and when they hit home, or close to 

it, the parties who are paying attention may finally be motivated to implement ECA and PEDR, 

not exclusively, but more regularly. 

For institutions and businesses that want to manage conflict differently, courts (and 

judges in particular) can lead the way with more involvement in litigated disputes. Lawyers who 

are better negotiators will also lead the way. Executives need to step up and lead where many 

do not. Talk with counsel about how to better manage conflict. For example, in a recent survey 

of international corporate in-house counsel, almost half of respondents said outside counsel 

interfered with the mediation process, contrasting answers to the same question from outside 

counsel.l33 

The future of ADR is being evaluated and formulated now. The Global Pound 

Conference (GPC) is a broad series of international events that will "shape the future of dispute 

resolution and access to justice" l34 and assess the availability of and need for ADR services in 

commercial and civil disputes.r" Common "core" questions will be asked at each GPC event to 

collect statistically viable information that will be available for long-range planning and 

analysis.136 GPC events are an opportunity for businesses to talk to each other about whether 
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conflict management and accessto justice can improve.':" If the 1976 GPC is any indication of 

what can develop in our legal culture, where a "big bang" of inspiration kick-started ideas that 

led to mediation, then there is reason to be optimistic about the future of conflict 

management.v''' 
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